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Objective

The objective of this presentation is provide a list of terms and their definitions that should be helpful 
in framing the discussion of dosimetry and damage correlation in irradiated materials. Some relevant 
work carried out over the last forty years is also summarized to provide an historical perspective on 
these issues.

Introduction

The two most common parameters used to characterize the cumulative exposure of a material to 
irradiation are the particle fluence and absorbed dose. The particle fluence, in units of (area)"1, 
depends only on the characteristics of irradiation source and can be quoted at a point or averaged over 
a surface or volume. Although it is often quoted as a free-field particle fluence, the actual fluence will 
be modified by particle absorption and scattering when a test object is in place -  i.e. material perturbs 
local flux. The absorbed dose, in units of energy, depends on a variety of variables, including: particle 
fluence, particle type, particle energy spectrum, and the specific material being exposed. Thus, 
absorbed dose includes much more information about the irradiation environment, and it is material 
dependent.

In practice, both the particle fluence and absorbed dose are used as the independent variable in
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attempts to correlate data, compare materials or irradiation environments, or extrapolate data to 
estimate the effects of a longer exposure. This use as a damage correlation parameter introduces a 
much broader range of influences than simply the material and the irradiation source. In general, the 
application of a damage correlation parameter will depend on: the particle fluence or absorbed dose, 
specific damage parameter being monitored (e.g. electrical resistivity, swelling, or embrittlement), the 
damage rate, previous damage, exposure conditions such as temperature and mechanical loads, and 
material composition (intentional alloy elements and impurities). The impact of correlated damage 
mechanisms such as transmutation production, notably helium and hydrogen, must also be considered.

Exposure to the sun provides a simple illustration of the difference between absorbed dose and 
damage. Any two individuals who spend the afternoon at the beach side-by-side in identical bathing 
suits will receive the same absorbed dose. However, the damage they accumulate (degree of sun bum) 
will vary depending on their previous recent exposure (how tan they are) and/or their genetic 
sensitivity to ultra-violet photons. It will not be possible to correlate the expected damage with only 
the time in the sun and the photon flux.

A Brief Anecdotal Description of NRT-dpa

By the mid-1970s, the need to obtain data on structural materials irradiated to the very high damage 
levels expected at the high lifetime fast neutron fluences of fast reactor core components led to 
increasing use of charged particle irradiation facilities to obtain comparable damage. Of course an ion 
fluence is not the same as a neutron fluence, and efforts were made to find a measure of dose that 
could be calculated in a similar fashion for these two very different irradiation conditions so that the 
data obtained from both could be correlated. Based on the early work of Kinchin and Pease [1], a 
group of international experts proposed a method for estimating the number of atom displacements 
from an atom recoiling from a collision with an energetic particle [2-4]. The fraction of the kinetic 
energy carried away by this primary recoil atom (PKA) that was deposited in elastic collisions with 
subsequent atoms was called the damage energy, and is therefore a measure of absorbed dose, 
specifically the energy per atom of kinetic energy absorbed by a material. The estimate of the number 
of displacements (Frenkel pair) this energy could create is given by the following expression:
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where Td is the damage energy, Ed is the minimum energy required on average to create a stable 
Frenkel pair, the factor of 0.8 was determined from binary collision models to account for realistic (i.e. 
not hard sphere) scattering. The damage energy in Eqn. (1) is obtained by the energy partitioning 
theory developed by Lindhard, et al. [5].

The number of displaced atoms predicted by Eqn. (1) became known as the NRT displacements based 
on the initials of the authors of Ref. [2], and the integral number of displacements normalized to the 
number of atoms is known as the NRT displacements per atom (dpa). The NRT-dpa was successfully 
applied to correlate date from many studies involving the direct comparison data from very different 
irradiation environments, e.g. reactor spectra with very different thermal-to-fast neutron flux ratios, 
and charged particle irradiation with neutron irradiation. Although it was never asserted that Eqn. (1) 
predicted the actual number of Frenkel pair created, it proved to be a powerful tool for data correlation 
for the materials for which it was originally developed, i.e. steels and other mid-atomic-weight metals. 
The use was broad enough that a dpa cross section was developed for iron under neutron irradiation
[6] and recommended values for Ed have been compiled [7]. The dpa cross section for iron from 
ASTM E683 is shown in Fig. 1. The NRT-dpa remains the preferred correlation parameter for 
properties such as embrittlement of low alloy steels [8].

However, there a range of other materials and material properties for which atomic displacements are 
not the primary source of damage, notably the physical properties of covalent and ionic materials for 
which the ionizing dose is more important than the displacement dose. These materials are covered in 
another section of this report by Mota and Vila. Nevertheless, attempts are commonly made to use the 
NRT-dpa to correlate property changes in these materials. Such attempts often fail, leading to 
complaints that “dpa doesn’t work”. In addition, NRT-dpa cannot account for effects arising from
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differences in damage rate or differences in the production of transmutation products such as helium. 
These failures to correlate specific data sets do not negate the value of the damage energy and NRT- 
dpa to account for differences in displacement dose among different environments; they simply 
illustrate that NRT-dpa cannot be used as a general radiation damage correlation parameter. Even 
though the displacement dose is accurate, not all phenomena are equally sensitive to this measure of 
dose, just as not all beach goers suffer equally from the same amount of sun.

Fig. 1. ENDF/B-Vl-based Iron Displacement Cross Section.

Direct Calculation of Atomic Displacements

Modem computing capabilities and improved interatomic potentials have enabled molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations to characterize point defect formation in atomic displacement cascade simulations 
over a broad range of PKA energies. These simulations have demonstrated that many of the point 
defects produced are found in small interstitial and vacancy clusters. This in-cascade clustering is 
another example of a phenomenon related to the displacement dose, but which cannot be predicted by 
the damage energy per se. Fig. 2 provides a summary of a large MD cascade database with for cascade 
energies up to 200 keV at temperatures of 100, 600, and 900K [9]. Because these simulations did not 
incorporate electronic stopping, these cascade energies approximately correspond the damage energy 
in Eqn. (1) and thus to PKAs of higher energy. For example, cascades of 10 and 200 keV would be 
generated by PKA with energies of 13.7 and 425 keV, respectively. A 425 keV PKA energy is the 
average iron recoil energy from a collision with a 12.3 MeV neutron.

The total number of point defects produced is shown in Fig. 2(a), the number of interstitials in clusters 
in 2(b), and the number of interstitials in large clusters containing ten or more interstitials is shown in 
2(c). In all three cases, the numbers have been divided by the number of NRT displacements (Eqn. 
(1)). Note that the number stable displacements in the MD simulations is about 30% of the NRT above 
about 20 keV. The saturation of this fractional value has been shown to arise from the breakup of a 
single cascade into multiple subcascades at the higher energies [10], The error bars shown in the figure 
are the standard error of the mean, and the statistical scatter increases for the clustering parameters 
compared to total defect production. The temperature dependence of large cluster formation, Fig. 2(c) 
is also stronger than for the other two parameters.

With the energy dependence information in Fig. 2, it has been possible to obtain average damage 
production values for a range of neutron energy spectra by weighting the MD-derived quantities with 
the PKA spectrum. The results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 3 for the same three parameters 
plotted in Fig. 2 [11], The values in Fig. 3 can be thought of as effective, spectrum-averaged primary 
damage cross sections for the range of irradiation environments included: ITER is a DT fusion first 
wall spectrum, in the water-cooled HFIR, PTP and RB are the target and removable beryllium
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irradiation positions, in the sodium cooled FFTF, the mid-core and below-core positions are used, 
PWR denote the %-T position in a light water reactor pressure vessel, and IPNS is 400 MeV spallation 
neutron source. These results demonstrate how atomistic simulations can be used to obtain damage 
correlation parameters based on the NRT damage energy (displacement dose). Moreover, the 
information they contain is suitable for use in kinetic models that are used to simulation damage 
accumulation over long times [11-13].

Damage Function Analysis

For historical reasons, it is also useful to briefly discuss an attempt from the early 1970s to develop 
neutron-energy-specific damage cross sections which were called damage functions [14-17]. Damage 
function analysis slightly predated the development of the NRT dpa. Rather than being an attempt to 
develop a cross environment dose unit, the objective was to provide effective cross sections to permit 
comparisons of specific property changes obtained from different irradiation environments. These 
damage functions were developed in a similar way to other cross sections; simplistically:

1) an attempt is made to determine which part of neutron energy spectrum is responsible for the 
specific radiation effect of interest, such as hardening or embrittlement,

2) multiple irradiations are carried out in different environments, and the specimens are tested, and
3) the data are used in unfolding schemes to obtain the damage function.

The complexity of this approach to obtaining very specific damage correlation parameters can be 
illustrated by reference to Eqn. (2) in which it is clear that the damage function GP is analogous to a 
cross section for the property P  (e.g. change in yield strength) with <j)(E,t) the neutron flux and f(t) the 
incremental fluence [14].

P(r,T,F,ai) =  Jf fE Gp(T,t,E,f(t),ai)(p(E,t)dEdt (2)

where r is the total irradiation time, T  is the temperature, F=f(r) is the total fluence, and the a, are 
metallurgical variables such as composition or thermo-mechanical treatment. Along with the difficulty 
of actually carrying out enough irradiation experiments with sufficient sensitivity to the neutron 
spectrum and the measured properties, there are too many variables to make this approach practicable 
in general.

Representative damage functions are shown in Fig. 4 for the Charpy shift of an A302-B reactor 
pressure vessel steel (a) [15], and for the change in total elongation in 20% cold-worked AISI-316 
stainless steel irradiated in the EBR-II (b) and in both the HFIR and EBR-II (c) [17]. Note how similar 
the A302-B damage function is to the dpa cross section in Fig. 1. This is consistent with the 
observation that such embrittlement correlates well with NRT-dpa [8]. The tensile elongation damage 
function for irradiation in EBR-II in Fig. 4(b) is also similar to the NRT-dpa cross section, but the 
energy dependence is significantly altered when the HFIR data is included in Fig. 4(c). This difference 
was attributed to the higher production of helium by nuclear transmutation in the HFIR, and improved 
correlation of the data between these two reactors was obtained with a correlation parameter that 
included both He and dpa [17]. The reason for presenting the damage function results here is to 
illustrate the inherent complexity on obtaining an adequate data correlation parameter for a single 
mechanical property, for a single material, in a limited range of irradiation conditions (note that Fig. 
4(a) is limited to temperatures of 288 to 307°C).
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Fig. 4 Damage functions for embrittlement of 
A302-B (a) [15], and reduction in total 
elongation in 20% cold-worked A1S1-316 
stainless steel irradiated in the EBR-11 (b) 
and both HFIR and EBR-II (c) [17].

Summary

The observable effects of irradiation on material properties are complex and each such property 
changed depends sensitively on a range of irradiation and material parameters. This works against 
development of a universal exposure parameter. The irradiation dose to the material (both ionizing and 
displacement dose) can be calculated with good accuracy as long as the relevant reaction cross 
sections are known and implemented in the codes used. This suggests that a focus on dose calculations 
is warranted.

When assessing damage correlation parameters, it is important to determine the appropriate dose 
parameter first. Then a clear distinction between damage formation and damage accumulation needs to 
be kept in mind. The dose unit is most helpful for estimating the primary damage generation, e.g. how 
damage energy is used to estimate atomic displacements. However, damage accumulation requires 
longer times and involves kinetic and thermodynamic processes that cannot be accounted for in a dose 
or primary damage unit. The adequacy of the primary damage formulations can be assessed through 
their use in mean field reaction rate theoiy or kinetic Monte Carlo microstructural evolution models to 
predict damage accumulation. The results of these models can be directly compared with experimental 
observations.
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Modified NRT equations for damage and mixing developed by the OECD NEA primary damage 
group
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1. Background

This report summarizes the work done recently at the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency working group 
on primary damage.

Particles with kinetic energies clearly above conventional thermal energies, i.e. with Ekm > 1 eV, exist 
in nature due to cosmic radiation and radiation decay, but are nowadays produced in a wide range of 
man-made devices for basic research and practical applications. For instance, the great accelerators at 
CERN and other particle physics laboratories in the world attempt to unravel the fundamental nature 
of the universe, and numerous smaller devices are widely used for equally exciting research in 
physics, chemistry, medicine and nanoscience [JAPreview09]. On the application side, ion 
implantation is one of the key technologies in silicon chip manufacturing, and electron accelerators are 
one of the key ways to treat cancer. All of these activities make it interesting and important to 
understand what the fundamental effects of high-energy particles on matter are.

One of the main consequences of the interaction of high energy particles (photons, neutrons, ions or 
electrons) with materials is the formation of lattice defects resulting from the energy transfer towards 
the atoms (other consequences include production of non-damage-producing phonons, excitons and 
plasmons, secondary electrons and photons, and heating of the material). Indeed, this consequence is 
the main reason why radiation has both detrimental and beneficial effects on materials. The damage 
can take many forms: in a crystal it is easy to understand that an atom can be kicked out from its initial 
lattice site, leaving an empty site (a vacancy) behind and creating an atom at an interstitial site in front.
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